SCAFFOLDING SOLUTIONS

Advanced Technology
Meets Unwavering Safety
Meeting You Where You Are
With an extensive inventory of industrial scaffolding
systems strategically located throughout the United States,
we can respond immediately to your needs in any location.
Combined with our highly skilled teams, AXIOS is equipped
to craft dynamic scaffolding solutions quickly and safely.

“We face a number of challenges in our industry with
regards to schedule and cost. When we combined the
AXIOS expertise along with the PERI UP modular
system, we were able to increase productivity and
efficiencies while reducing our direct labor costs.
The partnership and the support from AXIOS has
been exceptional.”

Whether you require scaffolding for
capital projects, turnarounds or routine

Groundbreaking Technology
AXIOS is committed to using advanced scaffolding

maintenance, trust AXIOS Industrial to

materials, systems and techniques to maximize value for our

help you succeed. Our industrial

clients. Utilizing CAD, Navisworks and Avontus Scaffold

scaffolding solutions deliver flexibility,

Designer, our experts transform SmartPlant models into
custom scaffolding solutions that meet the needs of even

dependability and full adaptability for a

the most complex projects. Our unique 3D scaffolding

variety of extreme conditions. Simply put,

designs also include an exact material list for each scaffold

there’s no scaffolding project too complex
for our best-in-class team.

required, alleviating assumptions and guesswork from
the start.

PERI UP Rosett Flex

clients overcome key challenges in some of the most
complex industries known to man.

AXIOS utilizes the PERI UP Rosett Flex modular scaffolding
system to deliver unrivaled safety, productivity and flexi-
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Oil and Gas

⁄⁄

Agriculture

bility. PERI UP is the most advanced scaffolding technology
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Power Generation

⁄⁄

Pharmaceutical

on the market today. This trusted system delivers unrivaled

⁄⁄

Pulp and Paper

quality in a modular design that streamlines the assembly
process. It features pre-engineered main components and
self-locking ledger connections. PERI UP also boasts a
generous load-carrying capacity and horizontal members
that are tested and certified for tie-offs up to three meters

The AXIOS Safety Promise
⁄⁄

Actively reinforce our commitment to employee health and safety

⁄⁄

Promote the daily evolution of our behavior-based safety programs
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Deliver a positive mentoring environment to reinforce our safe

in length.

work practices
⁄⁄

⁄⁄

the assembly process
⁄⁄
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Recognize and reward safe work practices

PERI UP Gravity Lock technology maximizes safety and speed during

Multi-purpose ledgers can be used as a guardrail above the deck,

You Deserve to Work With the Best

and provide extra support at deck level to reduce the overall number

AXIOS is an industry-leading provider of industrial scaffold-

of components

ing, insulation, coatings and other specialty service solutions

Its modular design can connect to nearly any structure, and integrates
seamlessly with piping installations to deliver a safe, gap-free working

for turnarounds, capital projects and routine maintenance.

platform
⁄⁄

Colored toe boards help teams identify, and mitigate, safety risks

Our custom solutions are backed by unparalleled industry

⁄⁄

The PERI UP scaffold system has passed all seismic qualification tests

experience. Request a demo today and let us prove it to you.

Crafting Solutions for Complex Industries
When your job has no margin for error, trust our team to
help you succeed. We have a proven track record for helping

10077 Grogans Mill Rd. Ste 450
The Woodlands, TX 77380
info@axiosindustrial.com
713.277.7803

Crafting Solutions

axiosindustrial.com

